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Anthony McCall is a busy artist these days, traveling the world over to exhibit his work. He has just come
back from Tasmania where he has installed a large exhibition and did a performance called 'Night Ship',
commissioned by the Museum of Old and New Art (MONA) for their annual “Dark MoFo” winter festival.
Each night of the festival the performance took place on the fjord-like River Derwent, and could be
watched all along its banks. The elements of the performance consisted of a ship, a foghorn, and a
searchlight. The passage of the ship, the sounding of the foghorn, and the rotation of the searchlight
followed a tightly constructed temporal and spatial “score”. The full work had a duration of two hours,
during which time the ship traveled up-river until it reached the museum. Observers were lining the river
banks, on both sides, all the way up. Having started off as a performance artist, McCall talks very
enthusiastically about this last project. 

“In the early days I was drawn to the happenings movement,” he tells us, “After Art School, in England -
where I studied graphic design, art history, photography and philosophy, the kind of things one took at art
school in the 60's - I was living in London with Carolee Schneemann (performance artist and painter,
exponent of the Feminist Art Movement, ndr ) so I was introduced to that culture. I was interested in
dance performances but also in conceptual artists, though ultimately the one I found most exciting was
John Cage. As a consequence I naturally got involved in performance art, and that lasted a few years. I
made performances in the wilderness, using smoke and fire and documenting them on video. But I
quickly found out I was more interested in the the process of the film-making itself; not so much what
went on in front of the camera, but what happens in projection. Five films and a year later I was making
Light Describing a Cone, the first of a series that I'm still working on now.”

As in his latest performance, in McCall’s work everything is subjected to the structure of time. The 'Solid
Light' works for which he is so well known are structured projections that engulf the viewer in ever
changing space. The pieces are disarmingly simple, consisting of the projection of white lines in a light
mist. “I use either one or two projectors placed horizontally or vertically. They cast the image of a simple
line drawing, slowly rotating in repeated cycles from 5 to 10 minutes long onto the wall or floor. A light
mist in the air produced by an haze machine makes the beam of light become visible and palpable. So
you have three main elements: the darkness, the projection, the mist that create the volumetric sculptural
form”.

At a first his projected pieces seem perfectly still, but after being engaged in them for a while you start
noticing that things have changed. You don' t see it happening at first because everything moves so
slowly. Their constant movement brings the viewer to experience rather then merely view the piece,
inviting him to enter the cone of light that it's subtly circling, giving the perception that the planes are
moving, changing the space in which they stand.  “I want my works to be approached with thoughtfulness,
I don't have any rules of engagement but the ideal observer ought to be absorbed in it, exploring the
space. You need to move around to understand the form. But also be captured long enough in it to
explore the structure over time, because the art is in the time, not in the structure itself.”

Ironically MCCall is not that concerned with light - but rather with the projection process and the time of
the cycles of movement. “Light is purely a by-product: what I was thinking about when it all started was
the cinematic aspect of the works. 



With Light Describing a Cone I was only trying to make a film, but as a consequence I found myself
working with light, within the performance tradition as well as in the sculpture tradition. But I was never
making 'light-art', in fact I dislike the term, it has no meaning just like 'video-art' has no meaning. The
artwork is about the content, not the technology, so I don't consider my work fitting neither of them ”

Currently, he has an exhibition at Sean Kelly Gallery in New York; this time not of his sculptural work but
rather of his notebooks and sketches, exploring the origins and initial concepts for his pieces.
Meticulous drawings chart the development of several projects: each one starts with a small note-book,
moving on to bigger books and then to diagrams, and sometimes to small paper machette. “In some
cases the paper model become necessary. I can imagine something in my mind quite easily, but when I
use two projectors and a two-sided screen it becomes difficult to have it all in your head, so a three-
dimensional model becomes necessary. I sometime do small scale 'try-outs' using a projector above my
desk to do quarter-sized models”. 

There are also proposals for public works, something that McCall approaches with cautious enthusiasm:
“Inside a museum the viewer is focused in the calm and quietness of the purpose-built place; when you
do something in a public context is not like that at all, you have 'accidental spectators' plus you might
have noise and movements around, you're competing with planes, traffic, crowds. Those are interesting
challenges, is definitely a thrilling scale. But the most difficult part of public art projects is that the work
become unpredictable, subjected too much to politics and changing administrations" 

The exhibition coincides with a book, called Anthony McCall: Notebooks & Conversations that
contains images of his notebooks and drawings and several interviews taken over a ten year period. 
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